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Competition Fees and Fines
The information below is a summary of all fees and fines for competitions sanctioned by Swim Alberta. These
fees and fines have been approved by the Swim Alberta board of directors. Additional information regarding
fees and fines is published in the Swim Alberta Competition Sanctioning Policy.

Fees
Splash Fee*
A fee that is charged by Swim Alberta for each individual swim and relay swim. The splash fee is payable to
Swim Alberta within 15 days within completion of the competition. Time Trial sanctions that are record
attempts or qualifying time attempts and that are limited to one (1) event with one (1) individual or one (1)
relay team are not subject to the splash fee.
Individual Splash Fee = $1.50 per swim / Relay Splash Fee = $6.00 per swim
* The splash fee was previously known as the Olympic Bonus .
Summer Swim Club Sanctioning Fee
A fee per swimmer attending a Summer Swim Club competition. The Summer Swim Club Sanctioning Fee is
payable to Swim Alberta within 15 days within completion of the competition.
Summer Sanctioning Fee = $3.00 per swimmer, per competition
Late Sanction Fees
A sanction application that has been requested late and is a first occurrence by a club in a competitive
season = $100
A second or subsequent late sanction application by a club in a competitive season = $500
Change Fee
A fee to change published competition information for a sanctioned competition = $100

Fines
Non-Adherence to Swim Alberta’s Return to Swimming and Competition Requirements = $5,000
Breaking the Conditions of a Restricted Date exception request = $500
Clubs entering swimmers that break the conditions of a Restricted Date exception request = $100 per
swimmer
Changes to a sanctioned competition without Swim Alberta approval = $500
Competition entries submitted prior to swimmers being fully registered = $100 per swimmer, per incident
Entering pre-competitive registered swimmers in a second competition = $100 per swimmer, per incident
and immediate upgrade to competitive status with related registration fees
Unable to provide verification of the Competition Readiness Standard to Swim Alberta = $500
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Govern, lead and support competitive swimming.
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